MSc Psychology: Cognitive Psychology and Psychophysiology

KEY FACTS
- Start: 1 September/1 February
- Duration: 12 months
- Tuition fees EU / non-EU: approx. €2,083/ €14,650

COURSE EXAMPLES
- Psychophysiology and its applications
- Cognitive Psychology: Theory and Practice
- Building Experiments
- Advanced Experimental Skills

GENERAL INFORMATION
How does attention affect your perceptions and decisions? How quickly can the mind store new information? Can we use brain imaging techniques to read someone's mind? How does ageing affect our cognitive processes? And what can we do with the answers to these questions in everyday life? These are just some of the questions that are addressed in the Master's track 'Cognitive Psychology and Psychophysiology (CPP)'.

After successfully completing the CPP-track, you will be a specialist in the fields of cognitive psychology, and psychophysiology. You will be familiar with the latest developments in the field, and you will have first-hand experience of the advanced techniques used in the cognitive neurosciences. During the Master's programme you will take two foundation courses, at least one skills course, a methods course, and two electives (total 30 EC). The Master's thesis is a 30 EC research project, to be carried out in our department or at an external institution or company. There are opportunities for research projects to be conducted in conjunction with an internship (11 + 19 EC).

Career prospects
- Advisor/consultant
- Product specialist/developer
- Science communications officer
- Research officer
- PhD student

More information
www.rug.nl/masters/cognitive-psychology-and-psychophysiology
Study advisor: studyadvice.psy@rug.nl
Programme coordinator: s.mathot@rug.nl
Psychology Research: www.mindwise-groningen.nl

WHY CHOOSE US?
- International approach
- Expert tuition from professionals in the field
- Freedom to design the programme to suit your requirements

How to apply
Application deadline EU/non-EU:
September: 1 May/1 April
February: 15 November/1 November
www.rug.nl/gmw/psychology/education/switch-modules/application

Admission
- Bachelor degree in Psychology
- Sufficient English skills:
  TOEFL: 92 or IELTS: 6.5
Please visit